
Blocks modify or add new ones

PHP-code for the blocks => descriptions of all available blocks in "PWS_blocks.php"
Do not modify or change this file as it is often updated.

The following specifications are needed for each block:

 
The description of each pop-up 

HOW-TO change the title-name of the block which is displayed in the header line of a block 
• leave the name in "PWS_blocks.php" as is,
• change the language translation files to "translate to the new text
•  |Max-Min Temperature|Min-Max Temperatures|

IF you change the php-code of the block,  f.i. an adapted small temp block
• Copy the block and give it a new name: f.i.   my_temp_c_small.php
• Needed for correct updates:  set the version number in the  first line of the new php-filet to |09|  
• DO NOT modify anything in "PWS_blocks.php" 

Just add a new block in . . /pwsWD/_my_settings/extra_blocks.txt

$script The internal name of the block

$blck_ttls The title of the block use on top of the block is translated using the language files

$blck_rfrs The block refresh time in seconds

$blck_ppp One or more links to the pop-ups for the block, only used for the large blocks

$blck_type 'b' = normal large block with optional pop-up(s)
's' = small blocks in the top-row, no  pop-ups used

show If the pop-up should be shown, true = always, false = "do not show" 
You can also use an easyweather setting like $metar  
If you do not use the "metar" that setting is false, otherwise it is true  
Similar, if you have a weather flow device $weatherflowoption is true

popup The script to use in the popup

chartinfo Will it be a popup like a graph or a small table  
Or will it be an extra page like the forecast in the wind block

text The descriptive text for the pop-up in the bottom of the block
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$script                 = 'temp_c_small.php';      // max min temp
$blck_ttls[$script]     = $head_temp_smll; #$head_temp_small;
$blck_rfrs[$script]     = $rfrsh_small + $rfrsh_temp;  
$blck_setup[$script]    = 'Maximum/Mininimum temperatures';
$blck_type[$script]     = 's'; 

$script = 'baro_c_block.php';
$blck_ttls[$script]     = $head_baro;
$blck_rfrs[$script]     = $rfrsh_baro; 
$blck_ppp [$script][]   = array ('show' => true,      'popup' => 'PWS_graph_xx.php?period=day&type=baro',    'chartinfo' => 'popup',  'text' => $graphs_txt );
$blck_ppp [$script][]   = array ('show' => true,      'popup' => 'fct_windy_popup.php?lang='.$used_lang,     'chartinfo' => 'popup',  'text' => $fct_txt );
$blck_ppp [$script][]   = array ('show' => true,      'popup' => 'image_popup.php?nr=baro_ao' ,              'chartinfo' => 'popup',  'text' => $map_txt  );
$blck_setup[$script]    = 'Barometer information block';
$blck_type[$script]     = 'b'; 



The description of a new block to be used example
script     = AQ_wh45_block.php
refresh    = 120
title      = Inside Air quality
popup-lnk0 = AQ_wh45_popup.php
popup_txt0 = Air Quality
setup      = CO2 data from your weather-station
type       = b
end

• Warning, this not PHP so do not add remarks / comments
• A new block start with script and ends with end

Change the name of a block and remove unneeded pop-ups
script     = webcam3_c_block.php
title      = Satellite image
popup_not0 = none
end

script The script name of the block, unique

refresh The block refresh time in seconds

 If wanted you can add 1 or more pop-up’s, two lines for each pop-up should be entered
Those 2 lines should have the same number from 1 onwards

popup-lnk0 The script name of the (first = 0) pop-up script, next popup should have popup-lnk1

popup-txt0 The name in the header of the block, check the translation files for existing names or use a new name.

setup The text used in easyweathersetup for selecting the block

type The b = normal block or s for small block

script The script name of the block to be modified

title The new title, also add the translations 

popup_not0 The pop-up numbering in the blocks start with 0 so this example the first pop-up will not be shown
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